Research on organizational aspirations has used various representations of firm-level aspirations and based those representations on various performance measures. To advance our understanding of the measurement of aspirations, we empirically compare three different aspiration models defined using six different performance measures to explain three different firm outcomes (financial misrepresentation, R&D spending, and income-stream uncertainty
INTRODUCTION
, product quality (Rhee, 2009) , acquisitions (Iyer and Miller, 2008) , and organizational misconduct (Harris and Bromiley, 2007) .
Despite abundant research using attainment discrepancy to explain firm behavior, differences in measuring aspirations demonstrate an insufficient level of theoretical and empirical understanding of organizational aspirations leading to two major problems. First, aspirations studies adopt one of several functional forms for aspirations without discussing the theoretical assumptions or methodological merits of the alternative forms. Second, most studies examining organizational aspirations measure performance using one measure without considering other performance measures. To address these problems, we compare functional forms for aspirations measures defined using a number of different performance measures.
The issue we address, comparing a set of measures, differs from the standard measurement issue of validating or assessing the reliability of a single measure. The many extant studies employing one of these three measures collectively demonstrate nomological validity but do not resolve the problem of having several competing measures for the same construct, especially when each measure embodies a slightly different theoretical nuance about how organizational aspirations function. Using three different datasets, we directly compare the measures using archival corporate data on three organizational outcomes: variability in analyst forecasts of earnings for firms (a measure of income-stream uncertainty), R&D expenditures, and financial misrepresentation. We examine R&D expenditures and incomestream uncertainty because researchers have often attempted to explain these using aspirations models. We include financial misrepresentation-a less commonly examined behavior in aspirations research-because it offers a very different behavior, giving a contrast to the two more traditionally examined outcomes. This allows us to better assess the generalizability of our findings.
This paper extends our understanding of aspirations by empirically comparing the three most prominent models of aspirations and firm behavior using six different measures of firm performance and predicting three different corporate behaviors. We use separate datasets for each of the predicted corporate behaviors. The empirical results presented below, therefore, both advance empirical work by comparatively assessing actual measures well established in the literature and shed light on the relative merits of the three different approaches.
Previous research has demonstrated that performance relative to aspirations influences all three of these organizational actions; hence our research question is not a reexamination of whether aspirations predict these particular behaviors. Rather, our analysis employs three different variables to assess the relative merits of the alternative representations of aspirations and measures of firm performance, contributing to our understanding of how firms set aspirations. Figure 1 summarizes the three "levers" (alternative dependent variables, aspirations representations, and performance measures) our empirical analysis investigates.
The paper proceeds as follows. First, we summarize and evaluate theoretical issues associated with aspirations. This theoretical discussion leads to an explanation of the three models of aspirations. Next, we describe the data used, empirically compare the different aspiration models, and present empirical results. Finally, we discuss the theoretical and empirical implications of the findings.
BACKGROUND
For more than 50 years, the behavioral theory of the firm has been a prominent paradigm in strategic management (Argote and Greve, 2007; Cyert and March [1963] 1992) . Following Singh (1986) and Bromiley (1991) , much of the work has examined the theory's argument that firms performing below aspirations search for ways to improve performance to a satisfactory level. The theory proposes that unsatisfactory performance relative to aspirations drives search.
The literature sometimes conflates two usages of the term aspirations. While aspirations in March and Simon (1993) have a psychological connotation and refer at least partially to individuals, aspirations in the BTOF refer strictly to organizational phenomena. The BTOF uses the terms goals, objectives, targets, and aspirations referring to the same construct (see, Cyert and March [1963] 1992, section 3.2.3). The BTOF presentation of the aspiration model most commonly cited by researchers (see 340 P. Bromiley and J. D. Harris 
Theoretical Specification Employed
Weighted average model One aspiration variable based on a weighted combination of internal (self) and external (social) targets. Optimal weighting is either stipulated or endogenously determined using the data. Variable is split above and below the social reference point.
Separate model Separate self and social aspirations, assuming that internal and external reference points are both salient, but operate as independent influences. Investigates the widest variety of combinations, without imposing a single objective function.
Switching model
One aspiration variable imposing a theoretical switching of attention from the external to the internal reference point. Performance target is assumed to be (1.05 * self) if the firm's performance is above industry average performance; otherwise, beating the industry average is the salient performance target.
Performance Measure Employed

Return on assets (ROA)
Net income / total assets
Cash flow ROA
EBITDA / gross assets
Composite accounting
Composite of ROA, ROS, ROE
Stockholder returns
Dividends plus change in stock price divided by prior year's stock price
Composite accounting & stock returns
Composite ROA, ROS, ROE, stock returns
Net income
Unscaled net income
Firm Outcome Predicted
Financial misconduct
The presence of an accounting restatement triggered by material accounting irregularities, as described by the GAO and analyzed in Harris & Bromiley (2007) and O 'Connor et al. 2006 .
Risk (income stream uncertainty)
The square root of standard deviation in analyst forecasts of earnings for firms, measuring the riskiness oftheir strategic decisions, as analyzed in Bromiley (1991) and Wiseman and Bromiley (1996) .
R&D spending
The ratio of R&D expenditures to sales, as a measure of R&D spending, as analyzed in Chen & Miller (2007) and Greve (2003a) . Equation 1 below) uses the term "goal" whereas subsequent researchers have said "aspiration." While individual aspirations may require that the individual internalize the aspiration, organizational aspirations or targets do not. Organizational units often react to externally imposed objectives in a manner that fits the aspiration-search process. Managers often feel pressure to reach objectives even if the managers consider the objectives misguided; a manager may not like the budget targets but usually faces pressures to meet them.
Both the theory and existing empirical results suggest that firm aspirations adapt to two factors: the firm's own historical performance and the performance of other referent firms (Cyert and March [1963] 1992; March and Simon [1958] 1993). Generally, aspirations rise when a firm exceeds its past aspirations and fall when it does not.
However, scholars have measured firm aspirations in different ways. Almost all empirical work claims a foundation in Cyert and March's ([1963] 1992: 172) original model:
where A i,t is aspirations in year t; P i,t-1 is firm performance in year t-1; C i,t-1 is the performance of comparable firms in t-1; and a 1 + a 2 + a 3 = 1. Repeatedly substituting appropriately lagged versions of Equation 1 in place of A i,t-1 results in aspirations in year t equaling an exponentially weighted infinite sum of prior values of P i,t-j and
Most organizational studies using aspirations do not have direct measures of aspirations. They typically use factors that influence aspirations in place of actual measures of aspirations. They use a measure of the difference between performance and aspirations (termed attainment discrepancy or relative performance) in the analysis. For example, if one used the aspirations equation presented in Equation 1, the researcher would create an attainment discrepancy measure as Attain- (Greve, 2003a; Mezias, Chen, and Murphy, 2002) , others use an aspiration measure that equals the self-reference point for firms above their social comparison levels and the social comparison level for firms below that level (Bromiley, 1991; Wiseman and Catanach, 1997) . Some studies use only social comparisons (Fiegenbaum and Thomas, 1986; Miller and Bromiley, 1990) , and others include separate measures of social and self aspirations rather than blending them into one aggregate measure (Baum et al., 2005; Greve, 2003b; Harris and Bromiley, 2007) . Along with the growing number of studies about aspirations and search, formulations of aspirations measures have proliferated with little evidence to suggest the most appropriate representation of aspirations.
No existing research directly compares different representations of organizational aspirations using a common set of publicly available corporate data. Prior methodological studies on aspirations have used internal, direct measures of aspirations. Lant (1992) and Mezias et al. (2002) both estimate models with actual aspirations measures but do not compare multiple aspirations formulations. In addition, their results may not generalize to corporate data. Lant (1992) used data from experiments using business school students. Mezias et al. (2002) used branch bank budget targets. Washburn and Bromiley (2012) use internal targets from an auto manufacturer to compare alternative aspiration models, but the implications of their results for aggregate studies on archival data are unclear. While these papers make important contributions, an explicit comparison of different aspiration models employing the kind of historical data most studies use is long overdue.
We attempt to address the lack of consensus on the appropriate measure of aspirations by comparing three different aspiration measures, each well established in prior research. With aggregate analyses using common sets of archival data, we directly compare the different measures' abilities to explain a particular behavior. The results of the comparison here serve to refine our theoretical and practical understanding of attainment discrepancy.
ASPIRATION MEASURES
We begin by outlining the three primary models of aspirations in the literature and consider their features. While our primary evaluation depends on statistical analyses, our discussion addresses two qualitative criteria for evaluation of aspiration measures. First, how well do the information processing demands of the measure align with what researchers know about information processing in firms (Bromiley, 1986; Eliasson, 1976) The aspirations measures in the literature generally fall into one of three categories. Many studies use weighted averages of firm past performance and industry performance to generate a single aspiration measure. Other studies use separate measures for aspirations determined by the firm's past performance (self comparison) and average performance in the firm's industry (social comparison). A third set of models systematically switch between self-and social-reference points to generate a single aspirations measure. We next outline these three types of aspiration measures, consider their qualitative fit with organizational actions, and then describe how we will compare them. Figure 2 summarizes the models.
Weighted-average model
Researchers often combine self-and social-referent aspirations into a single measure of aspirations. For instance, Greve (2003a) assumes a single-aspiration measure influences behavior and assumes this aspiration balances social and selfreferent aspirations. For firm i, he calculates social aspiration (SocialA i,t ) as the average of performance for all other firms in the industry in year t,
where P j,t is performance for firm j in period t, and N is the number of firms in the industry. For convenience, we will refer to SocialA i,t 
Overall aspirations then equal a weighted average of the two:
Replacing SelfA it and solving for lagged values of performance give:
Greve's (2003a) aspirations model has two parameters, a 1 and a 2 . He estimates the parameters by creating aspiration measures for various values for a 1 and a 2 and estimating his structural model with each of the various measures. He selects the values of a 1 and a 2 that give the highest likelihood in the full-model estimation. Greve (2003a) Greve subtracts aspirations from performance and splits the result into positive and negative values (i.e., performance − aspirations when performance > aspirations and performance − aspirations when performance < aspirations). The approach provides for empirical estimation of two separate influences (positive and negative attainment discrepancy). This aspiration representation results in a model that has four parameters; a 1 and a 2 estimated by trying out alternative values for each attainment discrepancy and two in the final estimation.
Theoretically, this approach embodies several ideas. First, it assumes that organizations have a single aspiration level for a performance dimension. This aligns well with corporate practice: firms usually retain only one set of stated goals for a given activity at a given time, though those goals may reflect various factors (e.g., a sales target based on input from both sales and other managers). Second, this single-aspiration level depends on a balance of the organization's selfand social-referent aspirations. The weights used in studies blending self and social components come from straightforward empircs with no theoretical reason for the relative importance of the self-and social-reference points. This aspirations formulation imposes a zero-sum structure; as the influence of social-referent aspirations increases, the influence of self-referent aspirations must decrease, and vice-versa. This representation has some drawbacks. Unlike the original BTOF specification, the model treats self-and social-referent aspirations differently. Historical values of self-referent aspirations matter, but only current values of social. This requires a somewhat unlikely pattern of organizational information processing where the firm retains a past self-referent aspiration-used in the calculation of current self-referent aspirations in Equation 3 but not past social aspiration-and acts only on some overall aspiration level that combines social and self (Equations 4 and 5). The model also can create implausible aspirations. For example, employing Greve's coefficients that weight industry 80 percent and weight self 20 percent, the weighted average between selfand social-referents implies that a firm with performance consistently above the industry will aspire to lower performance than it has recently experienced. It seems unlikely that a firm with a long history of high performance would "aspire" to lower-than-historical performance. Nevertheless, of the three models we consider, this model conforms most closely with the original model of Cyert and March ([1963] 1992) ; empirical work advancing this model appears to be the most consistent with the original model.
Separate social and self measures
Instead of aggregating social and self into one aspiration level, several studies have used separate measures of aspirations and attainment discrepancies for social-and self-referents (Baum and Dahlin, 2007; Baum et al., 2005; Greve, 1998 Greve, , 2003b Harris and Bromiley, 2007) . Baum and Dahlin's (2007) study of railroad accidents used a weighted moving average of historical performance for self-referent aspirations, and current mean industry performance for socialreferent aspirations. Greve (1998 Greve ( , 2003b models self-referent aspirations as an exponentially weighted moving average of prior performance and social-referent aspirations as current industry performance. Harris and Bromiley (2007) measure self-referent aspirations by the prior year's performance, and social-referent aspirations by the prior year's industry average performance. Baum et al. (2005) used a weighted moving average of historical performance for self-referent aspirations, and two different measures for social-referent aspirations that are particularly salient for their chosen industry setting (current-year market share and "status" as measured by network centrality).
These examples illustrate that models sharing a common approach to measuring aspirations-separate self-referent and socialreferent aspirations-can still differ in details of measurement. Most of these models take the form
Measuring separate attainment discrepancies based on self-and social-referent aspirations differs theoretically from the blended approach discussed previously. Unlike models that combine social-and self-referent aspirations in one measure, models with separate self and social variables allow for social aspirations versus performance to have a different influence when social aspirations exceed performance than when they fall below performance, and likewise self-referent aspirations can have a different influence when performance exceeds social aspirations than when it does not. Allowing these separate influences provides for the possibility that firms vary their referents depending on their performance versus industry.
The increased flexibility of this model comes with a logical complexity. Using separate socialand self-referent attainment discrepancies employs two indicators for the same construct. Because the attainment discrepancies from the separate measures use different referents, they do not necessarily align closely with the weighted model results. Empirically, this may not create as much a problem as one might imagine; with a heavy (e.g., 80%) weight on social comparison, the weighted model strongly resembles the industrybased aspiration measure.
Qualitatively, if we assume only a one-period structure for both social-and self-referents, then it is plausible that managers know both, but firms seldom create two sets of formal goals for the same thing. While managers might refer to both referent points in setting goals, management systems rarely carry two explicit target values for the same metric. The separate measure approach also has a less obvious underlying mechanism than the other two approaches. With both the weighted and switching models, the firm has one operational aspiration level and searches when performance falls below that level. With the separate social and self measures, if firm performance falls below both aspiration levels we would also expect search, but have no clear theory whether the satisficing works primarily toward the social or self aspiration level. Furthermore, the process employed when the firm exceeds the social aspiration but falls below the self aspiration, or vice versa, remains unclear (see Weber, 2009, 2010) . While in aggregate statistical results a researcher might interpret both as tendencies that change the likelihood of particular behaviors, this does not clarify a mechanism. Bromiley (1991) offers a model with a single aspiration level that systematically switches from one referent to the other (see also Deephouse and Wiseman, 2000; Park, 2007; Wiseman and Bromiley, 1996) . These papers argue that firms with performance below the industry average would not be satisfied with simply improving performance over the prior year while remaining below the industry, and firms with performance above the industry would not be satisfied with lower performance than last year even if they remained above the industry average. Any aspiration model where aspirations equal a weighted sum of social and self-referent values has these problems. Instead, this approach suggests a theoretically-derived aspiration measure that equals industry performance for firms below industry performance, and slightly better than prior performance for firms performing above industry performance. Bromiley (1991) used a value of 1.05 times prior performance and claims his results were insensitive to moderate variation in this parameter. This approach explicitly extends the switching of attention -another theoretical mechanism central to the BTOF -to aspirations. Stated formally:
Switching model
The switching mechanism in this model increases parsimony and assumes less information processing, while still allowing both social and self-referents to influence aspirations. This parsimony comes at the expense of flexibility, by imposing an a priori, theory-based rationale for what managers attend to and why. Methodologically, because the switching model forces a particular relation between social-and self-referent relative performances to create a single aspiration model, it does not introduce the two free parameters used by the weighted average model. Further, it does not provide for different influences when performance exceeds aspirations versus when it does not. Qualitatively, this model is certainly plausible. Actual organizational debates over firm goals could easily include both referent points, and the switching mechanism requires less information processing than either of the two other approaches. Much of the BTOF addresses switching attention (Ocasio, 1997) ; the switching model of aspirations extends the attention focus so central to the BTOF to the formation of aspirations, another key aspect of the BTOF. The switching model gives a single aspiration level and thus a single measure of attainment discrepancy.
We now turn to the statistical comparison of the measures using multiple performance dimensions along with multiple dependent variables.
DATA AND ESTIMATION
In an attempt to analyze the models, variables, and measures in the cleanest and most precise way possible, we employ original data to compare the models directly, rather than conducting a meta-analysis of previously-published, disparate empirical results. This follows Lipsey and Wilson (2001: 2) , who suggest that if original data is available, "it will generally be more appropriate and informative to analyze them directly using conventional procedures rather than meta-analyze summary statistics." By using common data to compare the models directly, we achieve better control over the comparisons and more precise interpretation of the results.
In comparing the aspirations models, we vary both the performance dimension on which aspirations are defined and the outcome explained by aspirations. Since the estimation samples and techniques vary across dependent variables, we discuss the data and estimation together.
We examine three dependent variables used in prior studies of aspirations, giving us a range of empirical "coverage" on the kinds of outcomes demonstrated to be driven by aspirations and search: financial misrepresentation, variation in analyst forecasts of earnings, and R&D expenditures.
To employ the best available data for each dependent variable, we constructed slightly different datasets for each of the dependent variables, although some firms may appear in more than one of the datasets. For example, the models predicting financial restatements use data from firms identified by the Government Accountability Office in a report on financial cheating (U.S. General Accounting Office, 2002), along with a corresponding set of matched firms that had not restated their financials. Due to the number of small firms in the GAO data and lack of small firm coverage of small firms in Execucomp, we hand collected data on compensation for some of these firms. In contrast, for the models predicting R&D spending, we use all firms with available data from COMPUSTAT and Execucomp. For incomestream uncertainty, we use all firms with available data from COMPUSTAT, Execucomp, and IBES.
Income restatement dependent variable
We relied on a widely-used inventory of firms identified by the Government Accountability Office as materially misrepresenting their financial statements (U.S. General Accounting Office, 2002) . The GAO list of firms identified restatements triggered by egregious misrepresentation and not restatements triggered by mergers, accounting method changes, or bookkeeping errors. 1 Given a low frequency event in the dependent variable, we followed the standard practice of using a matched-sample design. Matched-sample designs have been extensively used in our field, 1 The GAO restatement data is the definitive, well-accepted sample of cheating firms that has been used not only in numerous studies in strategy and organization theory (e.g., Arthaud-Day et al. 2006; Dunn, 2004; Harris and Bromiley, 2007; O'Connor et al., 2006) , but also in finance (e.g., Burns and Kedia, 2006) and accounting (e.g., Desai et al., 2006; Erickson et al., 2006; Srinivasan, 2005). both in other studies of these same financial restatements (Aier et al., 2005; Arthaud-Day et al., 2006; Kinney et al., 2004; O'Connor et al., 2006) , and in studies of other similarly infrequent phenomena (Cannella et al., 1995; Daily and Dalton, 1994; Erickson et al., 2006; Hambrick and D'Aveni, 1988) . Our estimation of the matched sample uses conditional logit, a standard procedure for estimating models with matched case-control samples and zero/one dependent variables (Bowen and Wiersema, 2004; Holford, 2002) . Conditional logit estimates a logit with a fixed effect for each matched pair.
In constructing our own sample for this analysis, we matched each misrepresenting firm with a firm of close to the same size in the same 4-digit Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code industry that had not restated its financials. In a few cases where no appropriate firm could be found in the 4-digit industry, we used a match from a closely related industry. Where a firm had multiple restatements, the analysis only considered the first instance. The dependent variable in these analyses equals zero if the firm did not restate earnings and one if it did. The models were estimated using Stata's conditional logit procedure thus including fixed effects for each pair. We merged the GAO data with financial data from COMPUSTAT and compensation data from Execucomp, and-where Execucomp did not provide it-hand-collected compensation data from firm proxy statements filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). Since the winsorized data replaces extreme values by a less extreme value, the winsorized and full-sample analyses (explained below) have the same number of observations. While the GAO list included 845 restatements, due to missing data and repeated misstatements, our winsorized and full samples estimates used 870 observations (i.e., 435 restating firms and 435 nonrestating matched firms), while the Cook's D had 814 observations.
Income-stream uncertainty dependent variable
The earliest large-sample applications of an aspirations model to corporate data (Bromiley, 1991; Wiseman and Bromiley, 1996) attempted to explain the coefficient of variation in analyst forecasts of firm earnings, an indicator of uncertainty about the firms' future earnings. However, the coefficient of variation is not a good measure of observations covering 1,625 firms for the full and winsorized samples. These models were estimated using regression procedures that included fixed effects for each firm along with controls for the log of sales and the proportions of CEO income from options and bonuses.
R&D dependent variable
Several studies use aspirations models to explain R&D spending, or the ratio of R&D expenditures to sales (Bromiley and Washburn, 2011; Chen and Miller, 2007; Greve, 2003a) . We examine R&D spending rather than the ratio of R&D spending to sales because firms choose R&D spending levels, while R&D to sales depends partially on revenue. Our analysis used financial data on all firms available from COMPUSTAT and compensation data on all firms available from Execucomp. The results in Tables 2 and 3 use 8,466 observations covering 1,264 firms from 1994 to 2007 (with some firms missing in some years) for the estimations where outliers were identified using Cook's D, and 8,855 observations covering 1,287 firms from 1994 to 2007 with the full sample and the winsorized data. Our fixed effects regression estimator eliminated firms that reported no R&D spending in the observed period. The models included controls for the log of sales and the proportions of CEO income from options and bonuses.
Control variables
Across the existing studies examining these aspirations measures, a wide variety of control variables appear. Given the moderate size of the financial restatement dataset, we wanted to restrain the number of control variables. With fixed effects, we did not need control variables that did not vary over time. As such, we chose to include the control variables originally employed in Harris and Bromiley (2007) : the proportion of CEO income from options, the proportion of CEO income from bonuses, and the log of sales. A substantial literature demonstrates that CEO incentives and firm size both influence behavior. We address outliers two ways; (1) winsorizing all variables (replacing values in the bottom or top 2 percent by the value of the second or 98th percentile with variables bounded by zero winsorized only at the top) and (2) deleting observations with Cook's D values over 4/N (Bollen and Jackman, 1990 ). In addition, we also report full sample results.
Having discussed our alternative outcome measures, we now consider the three different aspirations models compared in the estimations:
The weighted average model Following Greve (2003a), we tried values for a 1 and a 2 from 0 to 1 by increments of 0.1 to calculate the aspirations variables, estimated the structural model, and selected the a 1 and a 2 that gave the highest log likelihood value (which also gave the lowest AIC and BIC). The best weights for a 1 and a 2 were 0.1 and 0.9 for analyst forecasts, 0.6 and 0.4 for R&D, and 0.1 and 0.9 for financial misrepresentation. We examined models using one (performance t-2 ) and two lagged values of firm past performance (performance t-2 and performance t-3 ). The one-lag model had higher AIC and BIC statistics so we report the results using one lag. The models are fit as spline functions allowing the regression to change coefficients at the reference point.
The separate model, with independent self-referent and social-referent aspirations Following Greve (2003b) Bromiley (1991) , attainment discrepancy has the same influence for positive and negative values.
Model comparison
We compare both the alternative performance measures and the three aspiration models based on their Akaike information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian information criterion (BIC) values. AIC and BIC are "penalized model selection criteria" that trade off goodness of fit and parsimony (Kuha, 2004: 189) . As such, both information criteria consist of the sum of two terms-the likelihood ratio statistic and a function of the degrees of freedom that declines with additional parameters, thus penalizing increases in model size. The two terms "pull in opposite directions" and trade off fit and complexity (Kuha, 2004: 190) . These information criteria can be used to compare both nested and non-nested models. AIC and BIC are generally defined as:
where p 1 and p 2 are the number of parameters in the two models being compared; n is the number of observations; and the first term (2[l θ 2 − l θ 1 ]) is the likelihood ratio test statistic, asymptotically distributed as χ 2 with p 2 -p 1 degrees of freedom. Since these statistics vary with the sample, to increase comparability, we report estimates using only the observations that could be estimated under all three models.
Lower values of either AIC or BIC indicate better model fit (Long and Freese, 2000) . Although some researchers (e.g., Raftery, 1986; Weakliem, 1999) consider BIC the superior test, 2 researchers commonly use both AIC and BIC. AIC and BIC have different penalties for model size so they may produce different findings (i.e., an AIC test may show one model to be superior, while a BIC test may support another). However, when the two criteria agree on the best model, this constitutes a particularly robust indication of model superiority (Kuha, 2004) .
In addition to the fit indices, we calculate a series of J-tests Mackinnon, 1982, 2002; Greene, 2008) . These model specification tests allow comparison of non-nested models. The test compares two models: H0: y = X B 1 + e and H1: y = Z B 2 + e The test estimates whether a predicted y from the model in H1 is statistically significant when it is added to the model in H0: Y = X B 1 + cŷ + e.
If the coefficient onŷ is statistically significant, it rejects the hypothesis H0 in favor of a model that includes the variables in H1. The test can be reversed to test whether the model that appeared in H0 above adds to the model labeled H1 above.
Performance measures
Aspirations need to be defined with respect to a particular dimension of performance. While most studies using firm-level aspirations have relied on accounting measures-often return on assets (ROA)-studies have not addressed whether other measures of performance might be superior, nor have they considered the problems that may be inherent in the use of a single accounting measure such as ROA. To evaluate the use of different performance measures in constructing aspirations measures, analyzed the following measures of performance:
1. ROA, defined as net income divided by total assets, the conventional measure of return on assets in the literature. 2. Cash flow ROA, defined as income before depreciation, interest, and taxes divided by gross assets (assets plus accumulated depreciation). This measure avoids some of the accounting issues associated with recognition of discretionary items and depreciation. 3. Stockholder returns, defined as dividends plus change in stock price divided by the stock price in the previous year. 4. A composite accounting measure that included ROA, return on stockholder equity (ROE), and return on sales (ROS). The composite measure equaled the sum of standardized values of the three variables. The measure was constructed using the Stata alpha procedure. Variables created from a confirmatory factor analysis gave similar results. 5. A larger composite that included ROA, ROE, ROS, and stockholder returns. The composite measure equaled the sum of standardized values of the four variables. The measure was constructed using the Stata alpha procedure. 6. Unscaled net income, by far the simplest performance measure. Management researchers seldom use net income as a performance measure, but managers pay attention to it.
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Let us first consider the measures of performance. Table 1 presents the two summary statistics (AIC and BIC) for the six alternative measures of performance estimated using each of the three models. For comparability, we used the set of observations for which we could estimate all the performance measures so each entry in a given row was estimated with the same number of observations, but the number of observations varies across rows. Because the techniques for deleting outliers dropped different numbers of outliers for the different performance measures, outliers were not deleted in this initial analysis. Table 1 indicates that, surprisingly, the net income measure had the best fit for the majority (10 out of 18) of the dependent variable-aspiration model combinations, while stock returns had the next best fit in one third (6 out of 18) of the combinations. Cash flow ROA had the best fit for the remaining two combinations. Thus, the empirical results favor the net income measure over the others. Given the fit results of the performance measure comparison, two alternatives appeared reasonable. We could either use the performance measure with the best fit for each performance measuredependent variable pair so the performance Table 1 , we present the comparative analysis of the aspiration models using net income (see Table 2 ). AIC and BIC summary statistics are best compared when applied to the same samples. AIC does not include sample size in its calculation. While BIC includes sample size in its calculation, its results still vary with sample size. Consequently, we ran the analyses on the maximum sample size for which we could estimate all the models. Table 2 presents the AIC and BIC statistics for the different aspirations representations and the three dependent variables. The results do not unanimously support a specific model, but across all the estimates, the weighted average model has a poorer fit than the other two models. The BIC criterion preferred the switching model in seven of the nine estimates across the three sets of results with the other two favoring the separate model. This model had the fewest free parameters (see Figure 2) , and so this result is in some ways unsurprising, but nevertheless a consistent strong result. The AIC criterion supported the separate model for seven of the nine results, and the switching and weighted average models for one each of the remaining two results. Overall, these comparisons favored the separate model (best in 9 of 18) and switching model (best in 8 of 18 estimates) over the weighted average (best in only 1 of 18).
In addition to the AIC and BIC tests, we ran J-tests comparing the models (see Table 3 ). The column headings refer to the model that is taken as H0, and the rows refer to the models taken as H1. Here, the results are somewhat more complex; we discuss the J-test results for each dependent variable sequentially.
All three estimates for variation in analyst forecasts demonstrate that the separate model adds explanatory separate model (b = 1.868, p < 0.001) with winsorized data.
Only four of the 18 J-tests for R&D spending were statistically significant. We find the separate model adds explanatory power to both the switching model (b = 0.975, p < 0.01) and to the weighted average model (b = 0.976, p < 0.01), using the Cook's D sample, and to the weighted average model using the winsorized data (b = 1.033, p < 0.05). The switching model only adds explanatory power to the separate model with the Cook's D sample (b = 4.247, p < 0.05).
Finally, examining the results for financial misrepresentation, we find that none of the variables are statistically significant. This is likely due to the smaller sample size.
The J-test results strongly favor the separate model over the two others. Of the 12 statistically significant J-tests, 9 involved the separate model adding to other models. Nevertheless, interpreting the J-test results is somewhat complicated; for example, in the winsorized sample of analyst forecasts, we see that the weighted average adds to the separate model and the separate model adds to the weighted average model. These kinds of J-statistic results are not uncommon particularly when both models have good fits. Under such conditions, the J-test 'over rejects' the null (Davidson and Mackinnon, 1982) . As such, the AIC and BIC criteria may be preferable tools for model comparison.
Nevertheless, the J-test analysis supports the findings of the AIC and BIC criteria. All in all, across the three dependent variables, the J-tests rank the fit of the different models as follows: the separate model is best (significant in 9 of 18 estimates), followed by the switching model (2 of 18), and the weighted average model (2 of 18). Hence the J-test results suggest the superiority of the separate model and only weakly support the other two models.
Taken together, the fit indices rate separate and switching models approximately equal and the J-tests strongly favor the separate model over the others. Across all the estimates, the separate model receives the most support, as it ties the switching model on the AIC/BIC fit indices and performs best on the J-tests. Across the metrics, the weighted average model is clearly inferior to the two other models of organizational aspirations.
DISCUSSION
To our knowledge, this is the first comparison of different models of organizational aspiration representations using publicly-available archival data. Most empirical applications of aspirations models use a single measure of corporate attainment discrepancy to explain a firm-level behavior. This includes almost all the studies explaining risk and R&D, but also applies to studies explaining less studied firm behaviors such as financial misrepresentation and a wide range of other dependent variables. Our comparative analysis of the aspiration models across three different dependent variables constitutes a robust way to test a methodological effect: to horserace each model of aspirations in three different sets of estimations, testing three very different managerial behaviors, each analyzed in the way most appropriate for examining that particular behavior. Our study starts to give some indication on the metric on which aspirations should be defined and the appropriate representation for aspirations. Let us consider some of our findings.
Our analysis used several performance measures, as well as composites of some of the measures, to address possible biases inherent in often-employed measures like ROA. Researchers have criticized the use of accounting measures of firm performance like ROA for being dependent on firm accounting choices. For example, a firm's total assets (the denominator) depend on the firm's depreciation policies, inventory valuation techniques, policies on booking "goodwill", and other factors. Likewise, reported net income (the numerator) reflects firm choices regarding tax strategies, inventory valuation, and other factors that management can manipulate without substantively changing the underlying business activities. Consequently, many scholars (e.g., Benston, 1985) have argued for measuring firm performance by stock market returns or the market value of the company relative to its replacement cost (Tobin's Q) .
Surprisingly, our comparison of performance measures strongly favored unscaled net income, the simplest of the accounting performance measures and one of the measures potentially most subject to measurement bias. Why would this flawed measurement of firm performance serve the best in our comparative analysis? The answer lies in what we are actually testing in these models of managerial behavior. Researchers often want a performance metric to represent "real" firm performance and as such may favor metrics less sensitive to managerial manipulation and measurement bias. However, if we want to explain managerial behavior prompted by firm performance relative to aspirations, the construct of performance as perceived by the managers is of primary interest (see, for instance, Simon, [1958] 1993) . Aspirations models attempt to explain the behavior of firms as a result of perceived attainment discrepancy.
Viewed this way, our comparative results on the performance measures support the conventional wisdom that managers pay attention to reported net income. Firm plans and budget control systems emphasize accounting measures of performance like net income. Stock analysts predict firm earnings per share, and the firm's stock suffers greatly if the firm misses analyst predictions. Indeed the literature demonstrating that firms manipulate accounting to raise reported income over analyst predictions shows the importance managers place on net income. Press coverage of firm earnings announcements routinely reports earnings per share and net income, often with a comparison to analyst forecasts and prior earnings per share or income, but such coverage only infrequently reports return on assets or more sophisticated measures like Tobin's Q. With the exception of the most senior managers in an organization, managerial incentives often depend heavily on accounting measures of performance. Even if managers considered net income or earnings per share a poor measure of performance, the importance placed on earnings by the business press, stock analysts, and organizational incentive systems would force managers to care about them. Indeed, anecdotal experience with managers-consistent with the statistical results reported here-suggests that managers do rely on reported income as a primary measure of firm performance.
Therefore, one of the contributions of this analysis is evidence that research on attainment discrepancy should seriously consider using net income as a performance measure. While perhaps a flawed measure of "true" firm performance, managers use it as an important metric. The use of income in these models has interesting ties to both the estimation procedure and the literature on how managers assess their firms and their environments. When estimating models with fixed effects, the estimation uses the variation within firms over time to determine the parameters. That is, the fixed effects remove any stable cross-firm variation. Part of the reason to divide income by assets or use other normalizations is to make measures comparable across firms, a problem ameliorated, but not solved, by fixed effects models.
However, while net income may work well as a performance measure for aspirations models that use fixed effects estimation techniques to look at within-firm variation, it may not work in models that compare across firms. Obviously, firms cannot directly compare their income to the income of firms of different sizes, although they may compare rates of change. Our results in favor of net income suggest a need for additional research on how particular metrics gain primacy, both within organizations and when comparing organizational performance to the performance of other firms. For example, future research could examine whether managers use different metrics to compare their current performance to past performance than to compare their performance to that of other firms. Undoubtedly, incentives play a role in focusing managerial attention on particular metrics, as may regulatory requirements and attention paid to particular metrics by outside consultants or analysts. Additional qualitative or survey research might explore how managers come to ascribe the importance they do to different performance measures and how they use these measures in both longitudinal and cross-sectional comparisons.
The second thrust of the analysis is the comparison of the aspiration models. Regarding the best model of aspirations, across the various organizational actions and comparison techniques, our results clearly favor the separate and switching models over the weighted average model and moderately favor the separate model over the switching model. Note that each of the models apparently is a good enough representation to give statistically significant results when analyzed alone; the models generally had significant parameters on attainment discrepancy. However, our study demonstrates that they are not all equally good.
The empirical support of the separate and switching models over the weighted average model is notable because the weighted average model of aspirations ties most closely to the BTOF's original model, which has only one comprehensive aspiration for a specific outcome, and that aspiration equals a weighted sum of social-and self-referent factors.
While it would be premature to go so far as to suggest that the comparative analysis reported here justifies the outright rejection of the weighted average model, further research should more thoroughly examine the aspiration models and their theoretical underpinnings to draw broader theoretical conclusions. Although Cyert and March's formal model (equation 1) explicitly invokes the weighted average approach, alternative aspirations like the separate and switching models are not entirely inconsistent with the BTOF; indeed a careful reading of Cyert and March allows for the possibility that social and self aspirations might not aggregate:
In some cases, we will want to define two values for α 3 -one for when comparative experience exceeds the organization's goal and a different one for when it is below the goal. Similarly, we may want to allow for the effect of the organization's experience to depend on whether it exceeds or is below the goal (Cyert and March, [1963] 1992: 172) .
This opens the door to less-constrained aspiration models; given that our findings favor the separate model, future work should further explore alternative models of aspirations on theoretical grounds. The literature has largely ignored Cyert & March's argument that managers routinely attend to several different objectives. A more theoretically-grounded examination of separate aspirations would have implications for our understanding of managerial attention (Ocasio, 1997) as well as for assertions that firms should possess single objectives (Jensen, 2002) .
Given the substantial number of papers that use a single performance metric to measure firm aspirations, we focused on such measures, but we recognize that such measures have problems. For some kinds of behaviors (e.g., safety initiatives), other measures may be appropriate. One could easily envision a case where the importance of performance metrics varied across decisions depending on who in the company makes the decisions of interest.
However, our dependent variables in this analysis reflect a variety of corporate actions taken by different individuals in corporations, and the findings have striking consistency. For instance, many corporate decisions made by many managers in a variety of situations influence overall corporate performance and income-stream uncertainty. In contrast, top management often sets a target for R&D spending in the budget process. Financial misrepresentation can come from the top or mid-levels of the organization. Our examination of all three dependent variables finds consistent results but does not rule out the possibility that the important metrics vary with decision maker and type of decision. The determinates of aspirations also might vary with industry, time period, firm size, or other factors (Short and Palmer, 2003) . A finer-grained analysis could consider such variation across decision makers and decision types.
Indeed, firms sometimes intentionally focus aspirations on a specific reference point. For example, in place of incremental improvements in quality targets, quality experts taught firms that they should aspire to and search for substantial quality improvements (e.g., Deming, 1993; Juran, 1995) . Alternatively, instead of comparing a firm's overall performance to its industry, benchmarking advocates instructed firms to aspire to raise performance in specific activities to the level of the best firms at those activities. Such examples demonstrate that firms sometimes consciously and purposefully manipulate the referents on which they build their aspiration levels.
Cyert and March's original discussion proposed that firms have aspiration levels defined on numerous dimensions (e.g., sales, overhead, cost per unit, etc.) and that the focus of search efforts depended on the dimension on which the firm failed to meet aspirations. To make models tractable, almost all aspiration-related studies have defined aspirations solely in terms of one aggregate performance measure (see Greve, 2008 and Dahlin, 2007 for exceptions) . If search in different dimensions depends on aspirations defined on those specific dimensions, findings using overall corporate performance metrics could simply reflect corporate performance acting as a proxy for various other outcome measures. If researchers examine within-firm variation over time, then sales, income, earnings per share, and a variety of other performance variables will correlate highly, making it feasible for one performance metric to proxy for another. Further research should attempt to better understand the dimensionality of aspirations within firms.
While some studies measure aspirations using several years of prior performance data, our results suggest one year works better. Although the oneyear lag may reflect something idiosyncratic in the dependent variables examined, we suspect that the orientation to the most recent year's performance reflects something more general about an unstated assumption about the BTOF model. The model in Equation 1 refers to time t, but does not specify the appropriate units for measuring t. Calculating a weighted sum on annual financial data implicitly assumes t stands for years. With this implicit assumption, the idea that a firm pays little attention to anything more than 1 year previous seems short sighted. Yet, this agrees with corporate practice; most firms do not pay much attention to the past beyond the previous year, and old plans, initiatives, and documents disappear quickly. Managers live day in and day out with the prior year's performance for an entire year. The prior year's performance figures in planning, budgeting, and numerous comparisons. In contrast, performance two years previous seldom, if ever, appears in budgeting and control documents. Given management practices, it makes sense that the prior year's performance matters, but two years previous does not.
In short, in place of the model where a weighted average of social and historical performance determines a single aspiration level, the theory needs to embrace both the possibility that both social and historical performance directly-and independently-influence behavior, and the possibility of switching attention between social and historical referents.
Researchers might also want to distinguish between top-level choices and those lower down in the organization. At lower levels, managers often face explicit goals in the budget. Perhaps, at the highest level of the corporation, attainment discrepancy comes from individuals using different reference points when discussing specific issues rather than a comparison of performance with a specific budget target. Instead of past performance or a competitor's performance influencing an aspiration level that then figures into attainment discrepancy, managers may specifically compare firm performance to the competitor's performance or the firm's past performance. This might explain the results on both the switching and separate models.
This expanded conception does not require significant additional computation or analysis by the firm and fits nicely within several of the BTOF's major themes. The BTOF is largely a theory of the allocation of attention, yet the original aspiration model has no such attention allocation explicitly built into it. In contrast, the switching and separate model results fit well with varying attention. The BTOF also recognizes the influence of organizational politics. One way managers can influence perceptions is by selective choice of the referents they use for comparisons. By varying between historical and social referents, and even across firms in social comparison, managers might manipulate whether a given outcome is above or below the reference level. The BTOF recognizes political behavior in both determining the dimensions of goals and setting some goals (as a compromise within the dominant coalition) but has typically not extended this recognition when talking about aspiration levels. Our methodological analysis suggests the potential value in such theoretical extensions.
In addition to the future research directions already discussed, several limitations of this study offer additional directions for future research. As previously mentioned, this study combines data across industries, but aspiration-related mechanisms may differ systematically across industries; industry-specific social phenomena could influence firm aspirations. Future research might examine interindustry differences and attempt to explain such differences.
Although our study includes an analysis of financial restatements, we have not explored Harris and Bromiley's (2007) findings on the nonlinearity of the influence of attainment discrepancy. Demonstrating that attainment discrepancy has a nonlinear impact on firm behavior, they found that the probability of misrepresentation did not increase in the linear fashion most modeling assumes but rather stayed low until firms performed far below their competitors. We are not sure whether this nonlinearity applies solely to firm misconduct or might appear in other areas. Furthermore, does such evidence indicate nonlinearity in the formulation of aspirations, or nonlinearity in firm responses to performance relative to aspirations?
Future research might also more fully explore how firms interpret equivocal or ambivalent attainment discrepancy signals Weber, 2009, 2010) . Work in social psychology suggests that individuals interpret performance or reward disparities differently whether they perceive such disparities as their being disadvantaged , versus their competitors being advantaged (e.g., Lowery, Chow, and Crosby, 2009) . If individual aspirations depend on context and framing, do organizational aspirations similarly depend on framing, say by the media or other contextual influences? Additional research investigating such questions could answer a call to "update" the behavioral theory of the firm with recent insights from psychology and social psychology (Gavetti, Levinthal, and Ocasio, 2007) .
Because we lacked direct measures of aspirations, we did not address differences between direct and indirect measures of aspirations. Greve (2003c: 48) argues that direct measures of aspirations have primarily been explored in the goalsetting literature (e.g., Locke and Latham, 1990) rather than in work grounded in the BTOF although Lant (1992) , Mezias, Chen and Murphy (2002) and Bromiley and Washburn (2012) do use direct measures. However, future research might compare the results using public archival data to results using direct measures of aspirations.
CONCLUSION
Overall, this study provides a comparative analysis of three different models of aspirations and does so in the context of multiple measures of performance and three different outcome variables. Methodologically, the analysis compared the abilities of these measures and models to describe organizational responses to attainment discrepancy. The results offer some concrete findings for (2) modeling aspirations separately appears to be superior to other models of aspirations; and (3) the least effective way to model aspirations is by aggregating self and social factors into one weighted average. These methodological contributions also point the way to greater theoretical exploration of aspirations models. The ease by which researchers can obtain archival accounting data has resulted in aspirations researchers emphasizing such analyses and, with a consequent lack of research, using internal firm targets and other methods. A greater variety of empirical studies could advance our theoretical understanding of aspirations and attainment discrepancy as a motivation for organizational action. Such research could deepen our understanding of the processes underlying aspirations but also might lead to models that better explain which aspiration models apply, and when. Research in this area should strive to develop a richer theory and expand empirical modeling, rather than generating additional studies showing the simple influence of aspirations on another dependent variable.
